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**EDITED SPECIAL ISSUES**


**PEER REVIEWED ARTICLES**

Chiara Ruffa and Bas Rietjens. “Meaning-making in the UN mission in Mali”, *European Journal of International Relations*, 2022, firstview: https://doi.org/10.1177/13540661221104757


BOOK CHAPTERS

Chiara Ruffa and Chiara Tulp, ”Strange Encounters? Contemporary field researchers and six lessons from Jane Addams”, Oxford Handbook on Jane Addams, 2022, Oxford University Press, first view


POLICY WRITING


Chiara Ruffa and Kristine Eck, “In a Pandemic, Should the Experts or the Politicians Be In Charge?”, *Political Violence at a Glance*, April 2020, https://politicalviolenceataglance.org/2020/04/01/in-a-pandemic-should-the-experts-or-the-politicians-be-in-charge/


Chiara Ruffa. “Comments on Afghan Koran burning”. February 2012, Power and Policy Blog


Chiara Ruffa. “Between domestic and international threats”, selected to represent a group of excellent young researchers, for the “Relève stratégique”. Report to the French President of the Republic in preparation, 2017.


PODCASTS/INTERVIEWS (SELECTION)

Interview on France 24: https://f24.my/8T8R.W

Interview on Vatican Radio: https://www.vaticannews.va/fr/podcast/le-journaux-a-la-demande.html

Interview on Radio Canada https://ici.radio-canada.ca/ohdio/premiere/emissions/6897/les-faits-dabord

Presentation at United Nations Challenges Forum, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fNQ-jeXzMU&t=444s


BOOK REVIEWS


WORKING PAPERS

Chiara Ruffa, “On reflexivity in elite contexts”, working paper.

Chiara Ruffa. “Mechanisms of exclusion: on masculine military cultures and women in the military”, working paper.

Andrew Bell, Thomas Gift, Jonathan Monten and Chiara Ruffa, “Gender, Education, and Attitudes toward Violence in War: Survey Results from West Point”, working paper.


Chiara Ruffa and Simone Tholens, Postcolonial Practices in the Southern Mediterranean, under review, *Mediterranean Politics*

Kristine Eck and Chiara Ruffa. "What does military professionalism mean?”, work in progress.